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++ List of Current Event Prayer Points: Pray Against the Chateaux Des Armouis
AKA the: “Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”, For the
Military Tribunals of wicked, elite Luciferian Pedovores and Pedophiles to happen
ASAP We need to petition the throne of God that He will move in a mighty way in
this situation and remove anything (and anyone) that may be hindering Trump
from being able to act on this, December 5th Trials Not Hindered, The Full
Implementation of Real ID in 2020, South African Genocide of Whites, For God to
neutralize & stop the Fukishima Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear
Radiation Reactors Breaking Down Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother
Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide, Further Vote Rigging and Stealing
of Midterms, The New Attorney Matthew Whitaker, General Trump and those
surrounding him, Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American, Chinese,
Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in America,
Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America and Canada,
The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 particle colliders worldwide & the D-Wave
Quantum Computers, The eradication and exposure of all Pedophile & Child Sex
trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT movement and the normalization of

pedophilia to be stopped, The eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned
Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from the
owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’ businesses, the eradication
worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather
manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators used to create tsunamis and
storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires
worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false
flag events prepared between now the and midterms
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Amos 5:24--But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty
stream.
Psalm 140:6-8: I said unto the LORD, Thou art my God: hear the voice of my
supplications, O LORD. O GOD the Lord, the strength of my salvation, thou hast
covered my head in the day of battle. Grant not, O LORD, the desires of the
wicked: further not his wicked device; lest they exalt themselves. Selah.
Former US President & Ultra High Level Luciferian George H.W. Bush Dead at 94-The First High Level Politician to Utter Openly the Phrases: "A New World Order"
& “A Thousand Points of Light"

George Scherff Jr. Aka George H.W .Bush was a spy and Traitor to America.
The first President to publicly utter the idea of a "New World Order" and original
member of the CIA, many Americans believe this man to be the epitome of pure
evil.
Many Americans are now reacting by saying current President Donald J. Trump
can now declassify the material on the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy; material that was withheld from public release despite being old
enough to be declassified. It is thought by many Americans that Bush, who ran
the Office of Special Services (OSS) at the time of Kennedy's murder, which later
became the CIA, played a direct part in the Assassination of Kennedy and the
ensuing cover-up; all under the direction of Bush.
Decades later, John Kennedy, Jr. son of the late President, who was
affectionately called "John-John" launched a Magazine and publicly said "the
name of the man that killed my father is the name on the magazine that I run."
Name of magazine was GEORGE.
Unbeknownst to the public, John-John was digging deep for proof. And, how else
could he expose the truth when all the media outlets were controlled by the very
cabal he planned to expose? Enter…”George.”
When he presented his magazine, “George,” to the world, he was, for all practical
purposes, signing his own death warrant.
Many researchers and historians have come to the conclusion that it was the elite
power structure running the US Government from behind the scenes that were
responsible for the assassination of JFK, and that there was more than one
reason for them doing so.
There are photographs claiming to show that George Bush was at Dealey Plaza in
Dallas on the day of the killing, and while they might be inconclusive there are
multiple other sources that George Bush was one of those responsible for the
assassination of JFK and that he was indeed there that day.

Talk of other evils are now spilling out across America. Said one American: "He
was the first pedo President" a reference to the long-held belief by many that the
man allegedly liked to sex children. Said another,
"They'll build a memorial for him at Bohemian Grove right next to Moloch"
a reference to the secret society Skull 'n Bones which allegedly meets at
Bohemian Grove to worship Satan and plan world chaos to enrich themselves.
Others pointed to the Iraq War in 1991 and recalled that it was George HW Bush
that initially gave Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein tacit approval to invade Kuwait
and once that took place, it was Bush who stabbed Hussein in the back by
declaring "this aggression will not stand" and taking America to war against Iraq;
setting in-motion a series of world events we still suffer to this day.
The Bush family has been associated with Nazis, Planned Parenthood, the King
of Saudi Arabia, the Bin Ladens, the New World Order and 911.
Former Presidents Barack Obama and George H.W. Bush spent time together
Tuesday in Houston, according to Bush 41's spokesman. On Twitter, Jim McGrath
wrote: "President @GeorgeHWBush was very pleased to receive President
@BarackObama this afternoon during his visit to #Houston. The two had a very
pleasant and private visit at the Bush residence, where they rekindled what was
already a very warm friendship."
3 Days later, Bush is dead.
Said one American about the Obama visit to Bush "its appropriate that Lucifer
pays him a visit before his passing" while another American described Obama as
the angel of death.
It won't be long until the deep state and the liars and hooligans of politics all line
up to claim Bush to be a thousand points of light; call him a hero and laud him. It
will mostly be an act of deception because it was Bush who once said "If the
American people ever found out what we've done, they chase down the street and
hang us."
As you watch the funeral-related events in coming days, you may notice that the
Liberals LOVED this guy . . . and that's all you need to know about what kind of
person he truly was.
For many Americans, the fire pits of Hell can't possibly be hot enough to repay
George HW Bush for his evils.
People must do their research because what we have been taught is a lie and now
history is repeating itself and not many see it.
Bush SR. Has experienced the chateaux des armouis “the mother of darkness
castle” it’s the castle that has the thousand points of lights dome. Does anyone
remember when President Trump said: A thousand points of light???? What the
hell is that???
He was telling us to look into it. That castle is located in Belgium and it’s a
special castle where they sacrifice babies and rape, torture and hunt children to
break their psyche to become the perfect mk-ultra slave, they also conduct orgies
for the very rich and disturbed.
Play to 4:59: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHXbBWCBiRE
Down the Rabbit Hole: A Thousand Points of Light

Play to 5:56: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoK4slfbwmQ
Chateaux Des Armouis: “Mothers of Darkness Castle” A Thousand Points of
Light--The Most Evil Place on Earth!
…Fritz Springmeier cites this secret
castle situated near the village of Muno in
Belgium. This castle according to
Springmeier, is a center of the occult and
has a cathedral with a dome containing
1000 lights.
<<Chateau Des Amerois - MKULTRA,

Illuminati Castle
Mothers Of Darkness Castle (rescued
Images)
It appears that the owner does
everything that they can to keep it
invisible. Almost every image of it has
been removed from the internet, as
soon as a good video appears about it
on Youtube it is taken down.
The images here have been rescued
from Google's cache, the view of the
castle on Google Maps is interesting
(see left), it appears as a nondescript
blue blob.
I've discovered through research that
the castle is owned by Solvay, the
people who provide us with
controversial antidepressant, for
example Prozac and Paroxetine.
Drugs which have been held
responsible for the spurge of mass
killings being witnessed in schools
and universities around the world.
Solvay also provide Children's camps
across the globe and interestingly in
Brussels. Would you trust these people to look after your child?

This obscure castle does indeed exist and has been named in late 1996 and early
1997 by at least one 'X' survivor of the Dutroux affair as a place where nasty
things happened. Different witnesses who described child torture, child rape,
child molestation, child hunting, and child murder have been declared 'mad', but
only after all the original investigators were suddenly replaced. There were also
multiple claims of sex parties that were held in different castles. It didn't matter
that the witness accounts included many verifiable corroborative details and
helped solve a couple of previous child murders.
Please do whatever research you can to expose this disgusting group of people,
information appears everday about Satanic Ritual Abuse and everyday the
information disappears, or get's buried on the Internet. Set up some Google
Alerts about the Mothers of Darkness castle and publish the information on your
blog, before it get's taken down.
http://illuminati-bloodlines.blogspot.com/2009/07/chateaux-des-amerois-mothersof.html
Play to 16:47: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8MB70_7sZM
++ IN MEMORIAM: THE TRUTH ABOUT GEORGE H.W. BUSH
Play to 9:03: https://youtu.be/eToo36fIfSE?t=87
The DISTURBING TRUTH About "Bush 41" CNN Wants to HIDE!!!
Play to 13:26: https://youtu.be/cC36YSdrefk?t=280
CLINTONS CIRCLING THE DRAIN?
Play to 11:06: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBb3SPVZ0A8
U.S. Attorney John Huber is expected to testify to the House Subcommittee on
Oversight and Reform about an investigation into the Clinton Foundation on Dec.
5th. December 5th: THE DAY THE CLINTON FOUNDATION IS FINALLY EXPOSED
IN FEDERAL HEARINGS? OR JUST MORE SMOKE & MIRROR$?
Trump Declares Wednesday December 5th ‘National Day Of Mourning’ For
President Bush; Stock Market To Close Comey, Hillary Clinton and Huber all
scheduled to testify under oath on Dec. 5th and now this will most likely be
postponed.

HILLARY MAY BE ARRESTED Soon--Collapse of the Clinton Foundation ensues
Play to 9:30: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JhCVc3-NOM
++ IF No Military Tribunals...America Spins-Out-of-Control
Thursday, November 29, 2018 12:03
BERTRAND DAILY REPORT By Capt. Dave
Bertrand, Ret.
Friends and Associates:
Are we getting closer to Military Tribunals or are
we Patriots out-of-our minds and delusional?
If that is true….then the nay sayers need to add
Trump to that delusion. Obviously, there are
those that truly believe that either Hillary, Comey,
Lynch et al did nothing wrong, or Trump is not
going to proceed against these criminals and if
he does, “nothing will happen to Hillary.”
Yesterday’s BDR Report suggested backroom logistics planning by several levels of
government at Columbia S. Carolina (IMO) could have been the planning stage for
upcoming Military Tribunals. That analysis is based-on the puzzle the Patriots continue
to put together, but yet not complete. In-order to get the picture of what seems very
likely as a logistics meeting, a puzzle does not have to be finished to see what the
picture is going to be.
The puzzle continues and more pieces are coming to light…..

Meme Tweeted by President Trump
President Trump’s latest TWEET meme of top treasonous criminals behind bars is a
clear indication of what is coming. His latest Tweets appear to be edging closer to
criminal action against these Deep State players.
Former CIA Case Officer Robert Steele says the Military Tribunals are coming.
GITMO renovations are complete with 4,000 beds. Several chartered United
Airline flights into GITMO one year ago were suspicious. Military uses State
Department contract airlines, i.e. Atlas Air and World Airways.

Breaking Dec 2nd: 305th Military Deployed To GITMO
Play: Military Tribunals Coming How You Can Help
Listen to: End Time Current Events-9-23-18-Part 1
By Dr. Scott Johnson | September 24, 2018
Table of Contents:
 EMERGENCY REPORT: Signed Executive Orders reveal Trump is planning
mass arrests, military tribunals for deep state traitors like Comey, Clinton
and Obama
(Un-verified) Military
sources say, GITMO
will not be taking-in
Middle Eastern
terrorists and one
comment suggested,
the “renovations look
like a Club Med
setting.” CIA Robert
Steele says” the
renovations look like a
Marriot Courtyard.”
Others say there have
already been a few
tribunal hearings and
it is alleged that
McCain was sentenced to death for Treason in reference his providing weapons,
missiles and millions of dollars to al Qaida / ISIS terrorists…..see below for him
pictured with 5 al Qaida terrorists during a secret clandestine meeting in Syria (on
behalf of the Deep State’s CIA, Obama and HRC).
Prior to McCain’s death, he wore a therapeutic boot on his right foot which was alleged
to be hiding a GPS tracker in case he decided to leave the country un-expectantly, and
at one point, he switched the boot over to his left foot, saying…he wanted to “give his
right foot a break”(???).
Hillary wore a boot during that same period. Was it to sympathize with McCain’s
predicament, or was it just a [coincidence] ?
The day before he died (supposedly executed by chemical means) his family makes a
statement that “McCain decided to stop chemotherapy.” Nobody dies the day after they
stop chemotherapy….
Following [No Name]‘s execution, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) does a 180
degree turn from being part of McCain’s anti-Trump team of NEOCONS to
(overnight) being one of Trump’s number one supporters(????)
Was Lindsey Graham pardoned by a tribunal??
Then…on top of that, Lindsey Graham addresses questions to Kavanaugh (SCOTUS)
on LIVE television about the legitimacy of a military tribunals, as it applies to
constitutional law. WHY?????
Because the Military Tribunals for the top Treasonous perps are coming…..they
just might be held in two locations, Columbia S.C. where U.S. Army Ft. Jackson is

and where Lindsey Graham is a senator from, along with military flights back and
forth from Shaw AFB to GITMO.
Emotions are running high, both with the Deep State knowing what’s coming and
the Patriots wanting the “perp walk now.”
Trump’s latest Tweets have stated (basically), he will release the FISA [DECLAS]
if the Dems begin their impeachment / investigations against him and his family
and it will be “big.” He also added, he will release the documents at a time that is
politically beneficial and decided not to recently because it would now be “old
news.” That essentially means….the [DECLAS] will be at the last moment before a
major event, or shortly thereafter..
WE do know the release of FISA and other revealing documents will destroy
many Deep State operatives, from Congress to the CIA and many in between.
However…..there are two countries resisting the release because it will implicate
their intelligence agencies. (UK and Australia).
There has to be a balance, because it will also reveal CIA and George H.W. Bush
involvement in the JFK assassination, according to political insiders…and will
open a can of worms about who and what was behind the 9/11 false flag.
Therefore…..there might be many exclusions UNLESS, the Deep State goes full
scale anti-Trump and all indicators point to that happening anyway.
The ultimate goal should be to destroy the Luciferins Pedovores Like the Clintons
and the Posestas at any cost and the tribunals will help, but if not done
properly…it could backfire on this Republic. President Trump has to move and
plan cautiously, while at the same time remain safe.
As for the logistics meeting in Columbia South Carolina on 11/28/18, by several
agencies, including the military, NCIS, etc, it tells me….if the plan was to discuss
(behind closed doors) logistics for how to proceed with these military tribunials, it would
require these agencies to understand the complexity by designating the proper
individuals from each agency tasked with compiling their case(s) as a joint effort for the
prosecution to proceed in a Military Tribunal setting.
If THEY were in-fact meeting behind closed doors about tribunals (near the military
prison), and had no cover story for the media, the cat would be out-of-the-bag for
one….and anything and everything would begin to happen with a Deep State counterattack.
Keeping the Deep State criminals confused by fake news, but knowing what is probably
happening, forces them to NOT come-out and tell the world in-order to gain sympathy
from the Left….plus they would look like paranoid conspiracy theorists, which would be
used against them.
A prime example are the numerous false flag media reports such as…the Las Vegas
Massacre about a lone shooter, which is an absolute lie, or the many cover stories for
9/11 and others like Sandy Hook.
What (WE) do is provide an analysis of what it actually appears to be based-on the
puzzle scenario. We have many pieces of the puzzle and the picture is looking obvious.
Consider this….
According to my source, there is a large military prison at Ft. Jackson (Columbia S.
Carolina) and he just delivered supplies there and will keep me updated.

If Ft. Jackson is to be used as a permanent or temporary facility for hundreds of top
level criminals being charged for Treason….that is where they would be held while
Comey, Lynch, Mueller, Clinton, and Obama, et al would need to be at GITMO in-order
to avoid a Deep State take-over of a prison on U.S. land by an ANTIFA generated Civil
War.
Seems logical to me, but I could be very wrong and everything could fall apart and
if that were to happen…Trump does not get re-elected and we lose to a Socialist /
Communist and that’s when things get really nasty for America.
Under the (next) Socialist / Communist U.S. President….you will have only two
choices:
Either give-up your 1st and 2nd amendment rights or plan to fight and possibly
die.
–Dave Bertrand
bertranddailyreport@yahoo.com
Related Report: Military and Law Enforcement Logistics Planning Underway for
Tribunals? +Video
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/opinion-conservative/2018/3414883.html
It appears the Trump Administration is moving forward with what might be
preparation(s) for the hundreds (if not thousands) of former government officials facing
treasonous charges.
Today’s logistics meeting in Columbia South Carolina is very revealing and from what
X22 Report (video) below suggests, this is an unprecedented move that is shaking the
Deep State.
“Represented at the press conference will be members of the Naval Criminal
Investigative Services (NCIS), U.S. Army Criminal Investigations Command (CID), Air
Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), Department of Defense Criminal
Investigative Services (DCIS), Internal Revenue Service – Criminal Investigations (IRSCI), United States Marshals Service (USMS), the South Carolina Department of
Corrections (SCDC), the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED), and the
U.S. Attorney’s Office.”
From the Desk of Capt. Dave Bertrand (Ret.) Your Comments Are Welcomed and
Can Be Published Unless You Specify otherwise.
Retired Int’l Freight Captain (DC-8 & B-727), Former (State) Law Enforcement, U.S.
Customs (UC) Sector 5, Vietnam era Veteran (Korea), Embry Riddle Aeronautical
University & University of Alaska (Undergraduate), Interests include Border
Security, 9/11 Conspiracy, Government Corruption, New World Order, Freedom vs
Communism, Secret Space Programs & UFO Encounters, Aviation, and Enjoy
Living Off-The-Grid From Arizona to Montana Each Year.
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/opinionconservative/2018/3415136.html?currentSplittedPage=0
From: Jodi
Sent: Saturday, December 1, 2018
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Urgent Call to Prayer

Scott, You know I very rarely send you emails, especially anything long. Over the last
year, I haven't reached out to you much at all, not because you're not a huge blessing to
our lives, but because I've been sitting at the feet of God and learning form Him and
Him only….I've shared all of this with you to preface something else that I and Matt
believe God wants me to share with you. Over the last year I've been having dreams some pretty intense dreams at times. Most the time He gives me the interpretations to
go along with the dreams. I usually only share them with Matt and nobody else, but I've
had a couple of dreams lately that I feel pretty strongly I'm supposed to share, so I'm
starting with you. See if it bears witness with your spirit or not.. Below are the two
dreams that I have typed up to share with you first, and then anyone else God tells me
to share them with. Thanks for your time. We will always consider you to be one of our
dearest friends. God bless you!
Sincerely,
Jodi
--------------------------------I don’t normally share my dreams with anyone except for my husband. But over
the past several months I have been having some pretty intense dreams and I am
sensing that I’m supposed to share this as an urgent call to prayer for God’s
people. So here goes…
I had a dream the other night that I was seated in a house with several people, simply
enjoying their company. I became aware that the resident of the house was an elderly
woman who happened to be sitting in this room sharing a prophecy with us. Her words
were powerful and her warnings were clear, but it seemed that everyone in the room
didn’t take it too seriously. The woman didn’t seem to care, however, and she went on
to share that there are a group of men - she referred to them as lawyers - who are
planning some extremely evil things for this country. She didn’t say what those plans
were, or if she did, I can’t recall what they consisted of, but I remember being under the
impression that it had to do some of the most heinous plans the mind could conjure up.
She concluded with this: she stated, rather emphatically, that if anyone in the military
refused to carry out the orders and plans of this evil group of men, they would very
swiftly be thrown into prison.
After a bit longer, the elderly prophetess moved to a more secluded area of the house
and sat alone. Needless to say, nobody seemed to even notice that she had left the
room. I, however, was intrigued with the things this dear woman was attempting to warn
us all of, so I got up to join her. When I approached her, I sat down beside her on her
right side and began talking to her. Before I could get very far in what I was saying, she
told me that she could not hear out of her right ear. I proceeded to move to her left side,
at which time she asked me not to, but directed me to sit in front of her, face to face. I
did so, and began sharing my recent dream with her and then asking her some
questions about the prophecy she had shared earlier in the other room. One of the
questions I asked her is how that group of lawyers could possibly carry out these plans,
for surely there would men and women in the armed forces who would not comply. She
once again told me very sternly that they absolutely would be carted off to prisons. This
troubled me greatly and I couldn’t figure out why nobody else there was concerned.
After this I woke up and lay in my bed pondering the dream. When I asked the Lord if
He was speaking to me through this dream, the words “military tribunal” kept playing

over and over in my mind. These words -military tribunal - seem contrary to the
message that the dream seemed to be conveying. I perceived the dream as saying that
some bad men - “lawyers” (the elite?) - had some very evil things planned and anyone
who didn’t cooperate with their plans would be taken out of the picture. How did a
military tribunal fit in with this at all?
Okay, so now I have to confess something to you that I’m a little embarrassed to admit.
Although I have heard the term “military tribunal” many times in the news, etc., I
honestly didn’t know what it meant. I’m a busy mom and wife, and although I try to keep
up on what’s going on in the world, sometimes I tend to just get the cliff notes from my
husband who has a much better understanding of it all than I do.
Anyway, when I awoke from the dream and lay pondering the meaning of it, I sensed
the Holy Spirit putting these two words in my mind over and over: Military Tribunal.
Military Tribunal. Military Tribunal. I don’t believe it was from my own thoughts alone, as
I didn’t even know what it meant...but it made me curious so I jumped out of bed and
went to search it out on the internet. I found an interesting article that summed it up and
then, well, I became even more confused about the dream. I asked God to grant me
clarity and this is what I believe He told me:
The dream was a warning. The things that the woman in the dream said would come to
pass surely will if something bold and drastic isn’t done soon by our President, namely,
military tribunals. When I asked the Lord to clarify the meaning of the dream, I believe
He told me that the remedy for what the woman in the dream said would happen, is for
our President to take action against the deep state - particularly but not limited to - those
involved in the sex trafficking of children. There are so many hindrances to Trump being
able to carry out the things that he is wanting to do, so I really feel that this dream is an
urgent call to prayer - for God’s people to rise up in spiritual warfare prayer against the
evil forces that are operating in and through the monsters that are raping and ravaging
children, defiling anything that is even remotely holy, and fighting against our rights as
Christians in this country, and in every part of the world. I honestly feel that there is an
urgency - that this is extremely time sensitive. I really sense in my spirit that there is a
time coming, when it will simply be too late. Action needs to be taken soon. Prayer and
fasting specifically for these military tribunals to be carried out is urgent and necessary
- because I had the impression after the dream, that if they are not, the evil that will be
unleashed on this earth will be irrevocable. Like Jesus, we MUST work the works of
Him that sent us, while it is day: the night cometh, when no man can work. (see
John 9:4).
Forgive me that this is so long...I’m new at this. The truth is, I have to share what I
believe God is telling me to share. In doing so, I would be remiss if I didn’t tell you that
several weeks ago I had a different dream that I was very troubled by. I have sought the
Lord for the meaning of this dream for weeks now, but until He showed me the meaning
of the dream I just shared with you, I couldn’t understand what it meant. I’ll very briefly
share it:
In the dream my husband and I were traveling on foot with some friends and we had a
very young child with us that was in absolute agony - so much so that you could almost
feel it. He was moaning and groaning and my husband was carrying him as we walked
around trying to find some place we could sit down and rest. The child seemed to be
sleeping for a bit and I commented that it was good he was sleeping because perhaps

he wasn’t in so much agony that way. A teenage boy came up to me and told me that I
should make no mistake about it - he said that child was in just as much agony whether
he was asleep or awake. As I sat there looking at the small child and seeing his torment
(although I had no idea what was causing it), it was impressed upon me in the dream,
that the child’s agony was like birth pangs to something huge that was about to happen,
and whenever it did finally happen, his agony would cease. It was like a Garden of
Gethsemane thing where Jesus was in such agony that He was sweating drops of
blood, all in anticipation of the crucifixion that would take place the next day. I woke up
so troubled by this child because his pain and torment felt oppressive and
suffocating to me. I have been asking God for several weeks now to reveal what
all of this meant because I haven’t been able to shake the effect it has had on me.
But the meaning has become clear. I believe now, that the child in agony in this
dream is symbolic of the children in this world who are being raped, tortured,
sold, eaten, etc. at the hands of these disgusting monsters, and that the birth
pangs of his agony represent the period before a huge event that needs to take
place soon. In conjunction with the earlier dream, this dream seemed to be saying
that the exposure and prosecution (execution would be even better) of the deep
state pervs who have been hidden and protected for so many years, (and will do
anything to remain that way), is the necessary remedy. The huge event that would
remedy the pain and anguish of the child in my dream - and the real life kids
going through such hell - would be the exposure, mass arrests, and the carrying
out of military tribunals.
This is a call to prayer, plain and simple. We need to petition the throne of God that
He will move in a mighty way in this situation and remove anything (and anyone) that
may be hindering Trump from being able to act on this. I believe he is aware of a lot
more than people give him credit for, but the forces of hell are out to stop him at every
turn. Surely prayer moves the hand of God. And the remnant of God’s people who are
actually awake and rising up in spiritual authority in Christ against the Devil and his
minions, can bind and tear down and take back and come with the full force of the Blood
of Jesus Christ against the very gates of hell. It’s time that we examine our own lives
and hearts and close all doors to sin and to the enemy, and then in a posture of humility
and repentance, cry out to God, while simultaneously engaging in spiritual warfare
prayer with the tools and authority we’ve been given in Christ. “Let the high praises of
God be in their mouth, and a two-edged sword in their hand; To execute
vengeance upon the heathen, and punishments upon the people; To bind their
kings with chains, and their nobles with fetters of iron. To execute on them the
judgment written: this honour have all His saints. Praise ye the LORD.” (Psalm
149:6-9)
I am a nobody in the world’s eyes, but I am the daughter of the Most High, and I
am sharing this in obedience to Him. If it bears witness with your spirit, please,
please respond accordingly. There’s so much we can do behind the scenes if
we’ll only wake up and fight the good fight of faith, rescuing the precious children
from bowels of evil.
In Christ, Jodi

